Mas des Agrunelles Nicot
Blanc 2019
Languedoc-Roussillon, France

$27.95 per bottle ($335.95 per case)
12 bottles per case
QUANTITY

1
Only 2 items in stock!
ADD TO CART

White Wine

Fresh & Fruity

Grenache Blanc, Marsanne
Biodynamic, Organic, Vegan-Friendly

Situated in a very fresh zone of Languedoc, in

Dry

Argelliers and Murles, Mas des Agrunelles

Light Bodied

cultivate organic and biodynamic vines. The

750ml

estate was founded by Frédéric Porro and his

12% alc./vol

wife, Stéphanie Ponson, who met in 1999 while
studying oenology in Montpellier.
It all began with experimentation, trial and
error- but they quickly moved from organic
vines to a fully functioning biodynamique
vineyard and winery. They are proud to produce
natural wines of high quality.
Blend of Marsanne and Grenache Blanc, this
wine has a biodynamic structure with fruit and
freshness on both the nose and the palate. The
wine comes together in natural harmony to
create a fruity, slightly yeasty wine that is both
easy going and delicious to drink. Fantastic on
it’s own, or with a cheese plate.
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About the Winery
Mas des Agrunelles
Frédéric Porro was an aspiring Motorcross rider until an accident left him in
a wheelchair. This led him to a new passion - wine - after his sister asked
him to put together the wine list for a restaurant. From that moment on, he
became devoted to the grape. Mas des Agrunelles came about from his
collaboration with Stéphanie Ponson – owner of Mas Nicot – in 2005 near
Murles in Languedoc. Stéphanie and Frédéric met in 1999 while studying
enology in Montpellier. The name of the estate comes from tall the wild
sloe trees that surround the vineyards and sloe is ‘Agrunelles’ in old
occitan.
The couple make wine with the same diligance and passion as other
biodynamic winemakers have before them, it all began with
experimentation, trial and error- but they quickly moved from organic vines
to a fully functioning biodynamique vineyard and winery. They are proud to
produce natural wines of high quality. Located 20 km to the northwest of Montpellier in the communes of
Argelliers and La Boissiere, at an average altitude of 200 m, influenced by a cold wind coming from the Cevennes
via St Martin de Londres, where both Mistral and Tramontane reach top speeds.
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